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Dear parents and colleagues:

As it is already of public knowledge, our Ministry of Education announced the extension of the 
Easter break as a preventive measure against COVID-19.
At San Roberto, our technological infrastructure and teacher training allows us to deliver 
academic content in compliance with safety measures through the previously detailed
Distance Education program.
 
Given the increase in reported cases and proximity to our community, this program will be 
implemented from March 17 to April 3,  followed by Easter holidays.  Starting today, 
face-to-face academic and extracurricular classes for all students are suspended. Schooling 
will continue, but the experience will be different:  DISTANCE LEARNING
 
We are convinced that in these moments of contingency, solidarity and empathy are essential 
tools that will help us reduce risks. We urge you to use your vacation days responsibly,
following prevention recommendations.
 
We will continue to communicate updates and information as required. As always, thanks for 
your support.

#WeAreISR

Q&A
 
1. Will face-to-face classes be suspended the following weeks?
Yes, in order to avoid contact since confirmed cases are very close to the San Roberto
community.
 
2. When does the Distance Education program start at San Roberto?
It starts from Tuesday, March 17 and ends on Friday, April 3
 
3. If SEP is lengthening the holidays, why is not ISR?
We have the technological infrastructure to continue with our academic program with the 
same level of quality, and for not to be forced to make up for lost content further in the school 
year, as mentioned by our Ministry of Education.
 
4. Will the school be open?
The school will continue to operate until April 3rd. Faculty will be teaching their clases
remotely, administrative staff coordinating those efforts and maintenance will continue the 
sanitation work.
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